
HOW TO WRITE A MYSTERIOUS CHARACTERISTICS

Are your characters dry, lifeless husks? Writing effective description is the secret to breathing new life into them. Author
Rebecca McClanahan.

Characters who deliberately withhold or obfuscate information for no other reason beyond looking mysterious
run the risk of looking pretentious and snobby. As you describe real-life characters, zero in on distinguishing
characteristics that reveal personality: gnarled, arthritic hands always busy at some task; a habit of covering
her mouth each time a giggle rises up; a lopsided swagger as he makes his way to the horse barn; the scent of
coconut suntan oil, cigarettes, and leather each time she sashays past your chair. Because we are perplexed by
unexpected behaviour, use it to throw the reader and your characters off. Once your character is situated
comfortably, he may relax enough to reveal his secrets. A clue placed by a villain unknown to the reader and
the main character to send investigators down the wrong path of inquiry. He appears as a cardboard cutout
rather than as a living, breathing character. Sometimes they even speak for us, carrying much of the burden of
plot, theme, mood, idea, and emotion. Suspenseful dialogue moves in ellipses and omissions; says one thing
but means another. You could have your characters recognized by figures whose position and statuses alone
imply that something of interest went down why does that shady government agent seem so familiar with,
even friendly with Grandma? This distinction between nonactable and actable actions echoes our earlier
distinction between showing and telling. Journalists and other nonfiction writers do the same. Use their
appearances, if applicable. Christie makes one of the remaining characters disappear, leading the other
members of the party and the reader to suspect the vanished character of being the murderer, but there are
further twists. Then, because setting implies time as well as place, choose a particular time in which to place
him. Until we anchor them with words, they drift, bodiless and ethereal. Rumors surrounding a character can
leave people wondering which - if any! Writing a mystery novel: 7 items your story needs Writing a mystery
novel: 7 items your story needs February 18, Writing a mystery novel is challenging. Let your character host a
garage sale and watch her squirm while neighbors and strangers rifle through her stuff. When I write about
Uncle Leland, I describe the wandering eye that gave him a perpetually distracted look, as if only his body was
present. Never try to make your characters "mysterious" to cover for poorly-developed backstories. Employ
dialogue with strange turns, interruptions, menacing tones or other elements that give the reader a feeling of
unpredictability. They escalate tension and suspense and make a novel more riveting. And sometimes they get
fall into a trap of thinking that mysterious characters must have certain traits. An object that seems to have
more significance than it ultimately will. One character has packed enough pills to stock a drugstore; another
has packed a calculator; still another, several packages of condoms. End chapters on new discoveries that
either bring the mystery-solving character s closer to finding the answer or create new questions. In order for
readers to enter the fictional dream, the activity must be shown. To make characters believable to readers, set
them in motion. If there's no reason beyond "they wouldn't look as mysterious," you might have a problem
unless you're deliberately trying to make your characters look at least a bit pretentious or snobby. They might
feel that to do so would create awkward complications or raise questions they just don't want to answer. Some
people aren't entirely clear on just how to build up mystery around a character. You need not have each and
every intimate detail figured out at first go, but you should at least have worked out basic the framework when
you begin your story or game. I have no idea however of how to avoid the over usage of "he", "him" and
whether it's good and alright to introduce him as shown above in the transition. In chapter openings you can:
Open in the middle of an unknown setting Open your chapter in the middle of a tense situation Begin with the
discovery that something previously thought true was false These are just a few examples of the way you can
make a chapter riveting from the outset. Include characters who are truthful along with those who lie, leaving
it to the reader to decide whose information seems more honest. The novels of Milan Kundera use little
outward description of characters or their actions.


